CITC ACTIVITY PACK
ACTIVE AT HOME

Be Active

EQUIPMENT:
Garden or large outdoor space
Water bottle
Distance markers (can be any small household object)
ACTIVITY:
Can you have a go at these family sport day activities with the people in your bubble?

Pass the water bottle - in teams set out positions/places to run to and back from, then pass the bottle to the
next team member e.g. running to the nearest tree and back/running to the end of the garden and back
Relay race - in teams set out distance markers to create a running circuit, placing a person at each marker. The
first person runs to the 2nd marker, when they get there the 2nd person then runs to the 3rd marker and so on
until everyone has run. You can try and do this in the fastest time possible or split into 2 teams and compete
against each other
Crab walk race - create a start and finish line. Walking like a crab (sideways with both hands and feet on the
ground, stomach facing up), can you race from the start to the finish line?
Let us know how you get on with this challenge @citctweets

CITC ACTIVITY PACK
ACTIVE AT HOME

Be Active

EQUIPMENT:
Anything you can keep up in the air and not break e.g. soft ball, balloon,
rolled up socks, large playing space
ACTIVITY:
One player will attempt to keep the object in the air for as long as possible
with their hands or feet. As they are doing this, their partner will be thnking
of an object and giving them clues e.g. makes water hot (a kettle). Once
the item is dropped, their partner will stop the clues and they will have to
guess what it is.
PROGRESSIONS:
Pick a theme for the clues e.g. MCFC/MCWFC football players, animals,
songs etc.
Use different objects or see if the player can move whilst keeping the
object in the air

Let us know how you get on with this challenge @citctweets

CITC ACTIVITY PACK
ACTIVE AT HOME

Be Active

EQUIPMENT:
Towels
Tissues/kitchen roll/toilet paper
ACTIVITY:
Using towels form a circle, this will be the area the players are playing
around. Each player will have tissues (or any form of kitchen/toilet roll)
tucked into their pockets, these are life lines
Players move around the outside of the circle in order to try and snatch
the opponents tissue from their pocket. No hiding or covering of the
pockets are allowed. Both players are attacking but also defending.
Moving inside of the circle will also result in them losing a tissue
Once they have taken both lives from the opponent the game is finished,
the first player to do this is the winner

Let us know how you get on with this challenge @citctweets

